• NTM makes magnetic islands and limits achievable beta in high performance tokamaks and ITER.
• 2 Rutherford equation • Cold ion plasma (Blue line: Ti=0) -For small island width the propagation velocity is close to V*e. -The velocity decreases as the width increases because of the density flattening.
• Hot ion plasma (Red line: Finite Ti)
-For small island width the propagation velocity is close to V*e -The velocity decreases as the width increases, however the island never propagates in the ion direction.
The sound wave propagation flattens the density within the island, so that the diamagnetic velocity is locally reduced (Scott, PoF 1985) .
Polarization term Δ' becomes destabilizing for large island in hot ion plasmas
• Polarization current Δ' is positive, i.e. destabilizing, in hot ion plasmas. This is in contrast to cold ion plasmas, where polarization current is negative.
Electron velocity (Finite Ti)
• Electrons are trapped within the island.
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Ion velocity (Finite Ti)
• The large polarization current is due to the strong shear of the ion velocity around the sepratrix of the islands.
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Summary
• The polarization current is found to be almost an order of magnitude larger in hot than in cold ion plasmas, due to the strong shear of ion velocity around the separatrix of the magnetic islands.
• Island propagation velocity -As a function of the island width, the propagation speed decreases from the electron drift velocity (for small islands) to the guiding-center velocity (for large islands).
• Polarization current -When the island width is larger than several times the ion Larmor radius, the polarization current is destabilizing (it drives island growth). This is in contrast to cold ion plasmas, where the polarization current is generally has a healing effect.
